Abstract. A simple proof of the result stated in the title is obtained by making the Casson-Gordon invariant additive.
For our purpose, we have to deal with arbitrary homomorphism <j>. For simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the case m = p, a prime, so that a homomorphism HX(M) ~* Zm is either epimorphic or trivial.
Definition. Let <¡>: HX(M) -> Zp be a homomorphism, where M is an oriented closed 3-manifold, p a prime. Define or(M, <f>) as above if <p is epimorphic, and define or(M, <¡>) = 0 if </> is trivial, for 0 < r <p.
This invariant is additive in the following sense. Let M', M" be two closed Case 2. </>' is epimorphic but </>" is trivial. Let (W, F') be the data needed for defining ar(M', <J>'). Take In fact, the computation in [2] is carried out for q = 1. But we can use the following general fact which can be easily proved by means of Novikov additivity: For a closed 3-manifold Af and two epimorphisms r>, <p': HX(M) -*Zm, related by <¡> = q<p' where q is coprime to m, we have or(M, <j>) = o>(Af, </>'), 0 < r < m, where r' = qr (mod m) and 0 < r' < m.
4. Infinite-generatedness of tf.
Theorem. Let P be the set of prime numbers > 5. Then, the set {K^} eP is linearly independent in &. (2) For short, let us write Af" for Mn(K), k,M® for M^K^), K*U> for théyth copy of ±K(P') in k^K^, M^ for Mn(K(i'J\ 1 < j < \k¡\, 1 <i < t. Then Recall that -K means the mirror image of K, changing the sign of a knot also changes the sign of its Casson-Gordon invariant. Hence we only have to consider the kx > 0 case.
Write <b(i) = <i.|//1(rc,A/1(,)), 4t<M> = <¡>\HX(M«-»). Then, for i > 1, *® is trivial because/?, is coprime to/?,. By Lemma 2, *i°Á K> ft,) = °r{k,M<¿\ *(») = 2 oriM^\ &XJ)). y=i
But <b is epimorphic, so that at least one of <f>(1,/), 1 < j < &,, will be epimorphic. The conclusion of the lemma then follows from Lemma 3. The proof of the Theorem is now complete.
